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Fig. 1 - Combined view of Sentinel images over Afar Triple Junction, also called Afar triangle.

Fig. 2 - S2 MSI (2017.06.28) - Dallol hot springs crater - 4/3/2 true colour.
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Fig. 3 - S2 MSI (2017.06.28) - Since its 1926 phreatic eruption, hot brine springs has been Dallol main activity - 11/12/8 composite.

Fig. 4 - Pictures of Dallol hot springs by photovolcanica, Dallol shown during a cerulean eruption by Olivier Grunewald (bottom right).
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Near Salt Canyon, Dallol is located in a maar 120m below sea level while its summit tops at -48m. Its is reknowned for its colourful acidic pools
bordered by evaporatite and geyserites, sulfur, potash, salt deposits and other mineral concretion.

In Exploring for Geothermal Sites in Northern and Central Afar (Ethiopia), Jacques Varet described the Dallol geothermal site:
"The Dallol site is located in the middle of the vast Dagad Salt Plain. It is a former potash mining site (Holwerda and Hutchinson, 1966; ELMICO,
1984) and also a tourist destination due to the multi-coloured salt concretions that have developed as a result of spectacular hydrothermal activity.

http://www.photovolcanica.com/VolcanoInfo/Dallol/Dallol.html
http://www.oliviergrunewald.com/photo/english/search/q/0-0-0-0-1-1-0-1-Dallol.html
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/271131075_Exploring_for_Geothermal_Sites_in_Northern_and_Central_Afar_Ethiopia


Fig. 5 - S2 MSI (2017.06.28) - 120m below sea level, lake Karum and its neighbours are located in a thick salt pan - 4/3/2 true colour.

Fig. 6 - S1 C-SAR - The Gada Ale volcano and parallel alluvial fans surround these hypersaline lakes - VV-VH-NDI(VH,VV) colour composite.

Hot water and fumaroles (the temperature of which may reach 120 °C) deposit sodium, potassium and magnesium chloride as well as elemental
sulfurs, creating a wide range of colors at the emission sites, from black and green under reduced conditions, to yellow, red and brown after
oxidation (Figure 5). Springs and fumaroles are clearly aligned along NNW trending fissures, certainly linked to the opening of fissures on the rift
axis."
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Fig. 7 - Traditional exploitation of the salt crust of Lake Karum has been lasting for several millennia - source Ji-Elle.

Fig. 8 - Aerial view of Erta Ale caldera, one of its lava pool, a lava fountain, a sulfur deposit - source photovolcanica (top left) and Olivier Grunewald.

On their page dedicated to Erta Ale, Oregon State University notes "Oppenheimer and Francis (1998) looked at the implications of long-lived lava
lakes. They believe that Erta Ale's lava lake has been active since at least 1906 (making it one of the longest known historic eruptions). Large
amounts of heat are released by the volcano but the amount of lava that erupts is relatively small. Oppenheimer and Francis speculated that a
higher magma density (caused by the cooling of the lava in the lake) inhibits eruptions. They proposed that most of the magma accumulates in the
underlying crust in the form of dikes and sills. Since the Afar region is under extension, conditions are favorable for the injection of dikes and sills."

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Lake_Karum?uselang=en
http://www.photovolcanica.com/VolcanoInfo/Dallol/Dallol.html
http://www.oliviergrunewald.com/photo/english/search/q/0-0-0-0-1-1-0-2-Erta%20Ale.html
http://volcano.oregonstate.edu/erta-ale


Fig. 9 - S2 MSI (2017.06.28) - Two lava lakes of the Erta Ale with lava overflowing on its flanks. - 4/3/2 true colour.

Fig. 10 - S1 C-SAR - The elongated caldera of Erta Ale is located along an active rift - VV-VH-NDI(VH,VV) colour composite.
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Erta Ale configuration is likely to change soon again, a report added on volcanodiscovery.com informs that "The new flank eruption continued to be
active throughout the first half of 2017 and greatly intensified in early June when overflowing of the ca 200 m diameter lava lake created new
pahoehoe lava flows both in northeasterly and southwesterly direction. Enku Mulugetu writes: 'Satellite images confirm that there has been a
continuous outpour of lava from the new fissure eruption which seems to be building a new shield with different active vents from where pahoehoe
lava flows, but not much fountaining or degassing occurs.'"

http://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/e5453ed6e52f40d6a894d9180dd6c5ed
http://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/1cc2a4a1012547f2b5ed2ea7d67a9bb2
https://www.volcanodiscovery.com/erta-ale/news/2017-rift-eruption/june-update.html


Fig. 11 - S2 MSI (2017.06.28) - Hypersaline lake Afrera; its salt is mined by evaporation, unlike lake Karum' - 4/3/2 true colour.

Fig. 12 - S1 (2017.06.28) - An eruption of Nabro in 2011 discharged sulphuric acid in Afrera, making its salt inedible - 11/12/8 composite.
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The Afar Triangle or Afar Triple Junction also called Afar depression is the region where the Red Sea Rift, the Aden Ridge and the East African Rift
converge. The magma convection under these rifts cause three continental plates, the Somalian, Arabian and African plates to move away from each
other, enlarging the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea.
In the East African Rift Valley, magma plumes weaken the spread lithosphere, causing thinning and crust failures that are materialized by the
succession of grabens and horsts. As this pre-oceanic basin structure matures, the Afar depression lakes and basins should connect with the sea
and spread further into the rift valley, it could then evolve like the Red Sea and then into an ocean.

http://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/9e13023cbbce43eaac3146dfd372a22b
http://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/768133896bb945efb1fb675bdb47a90f


Fig. 13 - S2 MSI (2017.06.25) - Lake Abbe in the South-West, Lake Assal in the North East - 4/3/2 true colour.

Fig. 14 - S2 MSI (2017.06.25) - The land irrigated by the Awash river is visible in the North-West - 11/8/3 colour composite.
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Lake Abbe is located on the South-West of the image below. R. H. Hugues described it in his 1992 book, A directory of African wetlands, "It is
situated on the floor of a basin which once contained a much larger lake. It is 37m deep, endorheic, and is fed principally by the Awash River, which
with its tributaries drains a major part of the eastern slopes of the Ethiopian Highlands. Since 1954 an increasing volume of water has been
removed from the upper Awash for irrigation and by 1984 the lake surface had shrunk to two thirds of what it was in the late 1940s. This
shrinkage is evidenced by extensive flats now covering some 11500 ha to the south west of the lake. A small part of these flats extends into
Djibouti."

http://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/9db3e628ce1943699a131879168a2d48
http://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/4b39972553ef48ea94e1a3218788675c
http://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/7f264b0c9eb444e99b1e09efaf857ad7
http://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/86f147812f38457a8d5ec70c72a757ee


Fig. 15 - S1 C-SAR - The Gulf of Aden is East of Lake Assal, at the North East of the image - VV-VH-NDI(VH,VV) colour composite. 2D view 3D view

Visible on the North-East of this image, Lake Assal is the lowest point in Africa with -155m level. It is 10km away from being connected to the
Indian Ocean via Ghoubbet-el-Kharab cove and then the Gulf of Aden. Located over a 60m salt crust, Lake Assal salinity is tenfold that of mean sea
water (more than that of the Dead Sea), it is considered World's largest salt reserve. Temperatures near Lake Assal reach 52°C in summer and
decrease to 34°C during winter. This hot and arid climate combined with magmatic and mineral soil make Afar depression an extreme environment
for life.
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